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Brand New Software For Effective Classified Ad Creation! Classified ads provide the most economical

way to get your business into the public eye but do YOUR classified ads produce results? If you're like

most webmasters, they probably don't and if they don't, you could be losing out on web site traffic. Class

Ad Factory V.1 FEATURES... Open, Edit, Save Files - You can save, open, and edit any file you generate

using the software interface. This comes in handy if you should ever need to go back and change your

ads or just for backup purposes. Step-by-Step Instructions- No Copywriting knowledge necessary to run

this software. In fact, Class Ad Factory V.1 will take you by the hand and will ask you each necessary

question one step at a time. At the end, it will spit out your classified ad in multiple formats. Easy as pie.

Easy Fill In The Blank Interface- Simply fill in the blank to generate your classifieds. It's really that simple!

FOUR Generation Outputs- Class Ad Factory V.1 will generate your ads and deliver in four different

outputs: Copy to your clipboard, Save as text file, print ads, OR eMail the ads. (Useful if you want to

provide a classified ad generation service to your clients!) Professional Classified Ad Generation- You

can create an unlimited number classified ads quickly and easily with this new software. Class Ad Factory
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V.1 will provide you with one custom classified ad, according to your offer PLUS will generate a total of

five pre-written ads that you can use wherever you'd like! On Board Resources & Classified Information -

I've also included a resource section in the software control panel that gives you tips and advice on

writing classified ads as well as a list of free classified sites where you can submit your newly generated

classifieds! On Board examples and word lists - Part of successful ad writing involves knowing which

words are powerful and command attention in the English language. I've included this list in the Class Ad

Factory software. Tags: ad,
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